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The paper is concerned with the problem of distinguishing the equivalence classes of involutions 
on a compact orientable 3-manifold M, each of whose summands in a prime decomposition is 
irreducible and has infinite first homology, by considering their representations in Oticw,(M)). 
We determine how close these involutions are to being slide equivalentand give conditionsunder 
which they are equivalent. 
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Introduction 
There has been a lot of progress made in the study of finite group actions on 
3-manifolds by means of the corresponding algebraic data related to the fundamental 
group. (See, for example, the survey article and bibliography [2).) One focus of 
study has been to attempt to distinguish these group actions by the outer automo!rph- 
isms which they induce on the fundamental group. Many of the results which have 
been established, via this algebraic data, made use of the assumption that the 
manifolds considered were irreducible and/or aspherical. In this paper we study 
the problem of distinguishing the PL involutions of nonirreducible 3-manifolds. 
The development and results differ considerably from those of the irreducible case. 
In distinguishing involutions of a manifold M, two notions of equivalence are 
usually considered. The involutions f and g of M are said to be equivalent if there 
exists a homeomorphism k such that k-‘gk =A and they are strongly equivalent if
k is hcmotopic to the identity. In [6] it was proved that if two involutions on a 
handlebody of genus greater than one induce the same outer automorphism on the 
fundamental group, then they are strongly equivalent. If M is a compact orientable 
irreducible 3,manifold with infinite first homology, and f and g a~ involutions of 
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M which induce the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group, then 
Tollefson [ 171 proved the following: If M is not Seifert fibered, then f is strongly 
equivalent to g, if M is Seifert fibered, then there exists an involution p, possibly 
trivial, embedded in an SO(2) action of M and commuting with g, such--that f is 
strongly equivalent to gfl. Ideally, one wo<uld ike to extend these results to non- 
irreducible 3-manifolds. As we shall show, these results do not extend verbatim to 
the nonirreducible case; however, we do arrive at a fairly complete understanding 
of the situation. 
In carrying out our program, many of the proofs use an induction argument based 
on the number of irreducible summands in the prime decomposition ofthe manifold. 
We first need to modify Tollefson’s result in [ 171 to obtain a basepoint version of 
his main theorem. Sections 1 and 2 are devoted to achieving this goal. In particular 
we prove: 
Theorem 2.8. Let M be a compact, closed orientable irreducible 3-manifold with infinite 
jirst homology. Suppose f and g aze involutions of M, both jixing a basepoint x0, such 
that f is homotopic to g, relative to (x0). Y%en there exists a homeomorphism k isotopic 
to the identity relative to (x0)., such that k-‘gk =f. 
In Section 3, we consider automorphisms of a free product of indecomposable 
groups, which are conjugate up to inner automorphism. Exploring this relationship, 
we find that the element of the group inducing the inner automorphism, must be 
of a special type (Proposition 3.1). 
Section 4 is devoted to proving the Splitting Theorem 4.11. Gppose M is a 
compact 3-manifold whose prime decomposition consists of irreducible sufficiently 
large 3-manifolds, and f and g are involutions of M inducing the same outer 
automorphism on the fundamental group. Then the Splitting Theorem states that 
there exists a slide homeomorphism k and a noncontractible embedded 2-sphere 
S, having the property that either f(S) = S or f(S) A S = 8, such that k-‘gk and f 
agree on S and k”gk and f induce the same outer automorphism on the fundamental 
group. The algebraic ingredients of the proofs come from Section 3. 
In Section 5, we analyze the obstruction for involutions of S2 x I, which agree on 
the boundary, to be equivalent by a homeomorphism which restricts to the identity 
on the boundary. If the dimension of the fixed point set is at least one, then the 
fixed point set presents an obstruction, which vanishes if the involutions are 
homotopic relative to the boundary. Section 6 considers the problem of choosing 
the conjugating map of two conjugate involutions of a nonirreducible 3-manifold 
to fix a specified 3-ball. 
Using the Splitting Theorem 4.11, the results of Sections 2,s and 6, and induction, 
vve obtain in Section 7 an extension of Tollefson’s theorem to nonirreducible 
3-manifolds. 
Main Thearem 7.3. Suppose M is a jinite connected sum of closed compsct orientable 
3 -manifoids, each with in#nite jirst homology, and let fund g be involutions of M which 
< 
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induce the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group. Denote by 9 an 
f-invariant set of decomposing spheres for M and let C be the spheres in 9 which are 
f-invariant. Then the following is true. 
(a) There exists a slide homeomorphism k, and there exists a set U, which is either 
empty or a collection of disjoint f-invariant regular neighborhoods ofa set of f-invariant 
noncontractible embedded 2=spheres, with no subcollection bounding a punctured ball 
and f preserving the sides of these spheres, such that k-‘gklm = f (w. 
(b) If dim( fix( f )) 6 1, then k-‘gk = f provided that one of the following hold : 
C = (J, f is homotopic to g and C consists of one sphere with f reversing the sides of 
that sphere, dim( fix( f )) < 1 and C does not consist of one sphere with f reversing the 
sides of that sphere. 
Theorem 7.4. Suppose M is a connected sum of closed compact orientable irreducible 
3-mangolds, each with inJinite Jirst homology and let f and g be involutions of M, 
inducing <the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group. Let 9 be an 
f-invariant set of decomposing spheres for M and let C denote the spheres in 9 which 
are f-invariant. Su$yose dim( fix( f )) = 2 and every f-noninvariant:punctured irreducible 
summand in the-prime decomposition ofM given by 9 admitsan? orientation reversing 
homeomorphism. If C = 0, or C consists of one sphere with f reversing the sides of that 
sphere, andf is homotopic to g, then there exists a homeomorphism#ksuch that k-‘gkz=-f 
FinalSy, in Section 8 we present some examples which illustrate the conclusions 
of the theorems in Section 7. Example 8.1 shows that involutions with one- 
dimensional fixed poilnt set need not be conjugate by a slide homeomorphism, even 
though they induce the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group. These 
involutions differ, up to homotopy, by a nontrivial rotation. Example 8.2 provides 
an illustration of two homotopic involutions, with one-dimensional fixed point set, 
which are equivalent but not strongly equivalent. In fact, they are not equivalent 
by a homeomorphism which induces the identity on the fundamental group. In 
Example 8.4 we obtain two homotopic involutions, having 29dimensional fixed point 
set, which are not equivalent. 
1. Involutions on S' X S' X S' 
We first begin with a discussion of involutions of the torus T = S’ x S’. Define 
six standard involutions of T (including the trivial one): g,(x, y ) = (x, y ), g,(x, y) = 
(3 Y), g3k Y) = (3 u’), &a(& Y) = (3, y’), g,(x, Y) = 6% y’), g&9 Y) = (Y, x)0 It 
follows by [73 that any involution is conjugate to one of these standard involutions. 
Note that g2 and g3 are fixed point free. 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose f and g are homotopic involutions of the torus T and let w be a 
jfxed point of both f and g. Then there exists a homeomorphism k, isotopic to the identity 
. relative to (w}, so that k-‘gk =ji 
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proof. We may assume g= gi for some i and i # 2 or 3. Define three involutions of 
T as follows: p’k ~)=(-~,~),B~(~Y)=(-xI-Y) and P&,Y)=(xI-~1. BY [I73 
there exists a homeomorphism q,isotopic to the identity, so that either f= q-‘giq 
or f = q-‘&g,q where p, commutes with gi. We may exclude the case t = 1. 
Suppose f = q-‘&giq. We will show that we can reduce to the case off = q-‘giq. 
Define three homeomorphisms Aj of T as follows: A’ rotates the first factor by m/2 
and is the identity on the second factor, A2 = h’g6A’g6 and A3 = AT’A2. Note that 
each Aj is isotopic to the identity. If i ~4 or 5, then AT’giAj = fijgi. Furthermore, 
&g6 = p;‘g6pl and since PI and & do not commute with g6, these cases are excluded. 
By substituting either Ai’giAj or @l’g&, we may assume f and g are conjugate by 
a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity. 
We may now assume q-‘gq =$, where q is isotopic to the identity. Denote by 6 
the trace of this isotopy starting at w. If q(w) = w the result follo,ws since every 
element of the fundamental group is the trace of an isotopy from the identity to 
the identity. Suppose therefore that q(w) # w and observe that q(w) is contained 
in fix(g). We consider each gi separately. 
Suppose g=: g4 and let S’ and S, be the invariant circles with each circle containing 
two fixed points. If w and q(w) are both in one of these invariant circles then by 
composing the isotopy with a circular isotopy, we may assume 6 is containedvin S,. 
In this case p’q( w) = w and since plg4 = g4& we obtain (@‘q)-‘g4(p,q) =A proving 
the result. If w and q(w) are not both in the same invariant circle, then &9(/w) and 
w are both in the same invariant circle. Since & commutes with g4, we apply the 
above argument to (&q)-‘g4(&q) =f to prove the result. 
The case g = gs is similar to the previous case. 
Now suppose g = g(j and note that fix(g6) is a circle C Let u be a small g-invariant 
regular neighborhood of C and observe that g6 restricted to U is a reflection through 
C’. Therefore, we may define an isotopy K : id = k, relative to (mu), so that 
kq(W)= W and k-‘g6k=g6. Then$=(kq)-‘g(b) and the lemma is proved. q 
Remark 1.2. Suppose g is an involution of T and wI and wi are two fixed points 
of g. Then by the proof of Lemma 1 .l, there exists a homeomorphism S isotopic 
to the identity, so that k-‘gk = g and k( w2) = wt. 
We now consider M = T x S’, Define involutions ‘yi of S’ by y,(z) = z, ~~(2) =--z 
and yj(z) = Z. It follows by [7] that any involution of M is conjugate one of the 
standard involutions gl x ‘y,,, : T x S’ + T x S’. 
Lemma 1.3. Suppose f and g are homofopic inuolutions of M and let w be aJixed prnt 
of both f and g. Then there exists a homeomorphism k, isotopic to the identity relatiue 
to (w), so that k-‘gk =j: 
Ptoof. We may assume that g is one of the standard involutions 81 x ‘ym : T x S’ + 
TM’. The pr@sf is saw analogous to Lemma 1.1. First apply 1171, and then use 
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Lemma 1.1 and Remark 1.2 on the torus factor and a similar construction on the 
S’ factor. Cl 
Lemma 1.4. Suppose f and g are involutions of M and suppose f ( w,) = g( w,) = w2 z W, . 
If f is homotopic to g, relative to (w,, w2), then there exists a homeomorphism k, 
isotopic to the identity, so that k-‘gk =f: 
Proof. We first suppose g has a fixed point. This implies there exists an arc ar from 
w1 to w2 so that g(cu) = cy-* . Since f is homotopic to g, relative to, (w, , wz), it follows 
that af (a) is homotopically trivial. Let p : R3 + M be the universal covering and let 
Gr be a lift of wI . Lift cy to z starting at s, and ending at G2 and lift f to f so that 
s<6,) = G2. Since p(@(au’)) = f( ) l h cu a IS omotopically trivial, it follows that $< G2) = 
G,. Now $’ covers the identity and is therefore a covering translation. But $” has 
a fixed -point, namely iG lr and therefore r is an involution. This implies $, and 
therefme X has a fixed point. If we conjugate f so that f and g have the same fixed 
point;then the pcsult follows by applying Lemma 1.2. 
If f has a fixed point, then the above argument can be used to show g has a fixed 
point and again the result will follow. 
We now assume f and g are both fixed point free. Denote by P, : (M, w,) + (M/x x) 
and Pz : (M, w,) + (M/g, y) the two sheeted covering spaces obtained from f and g 
respectively. Define a function 8 : ?r,( M/J x) + 7r1( M/g, y ) as folllows: If a! is a 
loop in M/f based at x, lift Q! to 6 and define @[a] = [ P,dr”]. Since f is homotopic 
to g, relative to {w, wa}, it follows that 8 is an isomorphism. Since M/f and M/g 
are both closed irreducible sufficiently large 3-manifolds it folllows by [4] that there 
exists a homeomorphism h : (M/J x) -, (M/g, y) inducing 8. Now h lifts to a 
homeomorphism k : (M, wl) + (M, w,). Observe that if y is any loop in M, based at 
wl , then P2k( y) = h&(y) which is homotopic to P2( y). Therefore k(y) is homotopic 
to ‘y, and since M is aspherical k is homotopic to the identity. It follows that 
P,(k”‘gk) = f, f and this implies k”gk =f: Cl 
2. Conjugate involutions on irreduciblle 3-manifolds 
The main goal of this section is to show that if two involutions, on certain Haken 
manifolds, are homotopic fixing a basepoint, hen they are conjugate by a homeo- 
morphism which is isotopic to the identity relative to the basepoint. We will need 
to prove some preliminary lemmas. 
For simplicity, when there is no confusion, we will make no notational distinction 
between a path and its image. 
LRsams 2.1. Let M be a closed9 compact, orientable, irreducible, suficiently large 
39manifolrl, not homeomorphic to S’ x S’ x S’, and let g be an involution Q~M, Suppose 
there exists an isotopy K :id = k and suppose there exist p&fits ~3 &GZ k(x,), both 
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.weu4&8en a4 ;n f~a\ such that if Q! is the trace of this isotopy, then [ag( cu-‘j] is in UJILLUaIaC-w WC r.rr\C, J) 
Center( a’( M, x,)). Then there exists an isotopy J : id = j, having trace A at x1, such 
that Ag(h-‘) is a contractible loop and j-‘gj = k-‘gk The homeomorphism j is either 
equal to k, or @k where M is a Seifert fibered space, p is an involution rotating the 
Jibers and commuting with the jiber-preserving i volution g. 
pro&. The idea of the proof is to g-equivariantly slide the basepoint. We assume 
Center( w,( M)) # 1. By Theorem 5.2 of [ 173, g may be extended to either an SO(2) 
action, an SO(2) x E2 action or an O(2) action on M. (The assumption that M 
contains an incompressible Seifert fibered torus and M is not an S’-bundle over a 
I&in bottle, may be dropped by using Theorem 2.2 of [ 161 in the proof.) Therefore, 
there exists a fibering of M so that g is fiber preserving and the center is generated 
by a regular fiber. Let k(q) = x2 and denote by Ci the fiber containing the point Xi, 
for i = 1,2. Observe that g leaves each Ci invariant. Since any fiber has a power 
that is freely homotopic to a regular fiber, we orient Ci so that for some integers n
and m, [ Cf] generates the center and [C: J = [ ~C~IY-’ J. There exists an integer 1 
so that [Cr]’ = [arg(ru-‘j]. 
Suppose g#([ C’]) = [C’]. Then it follows that [cug( cu-‘)I-’ = [g(a )a-‘] = 
g&g( cu-‘ j] = gl([ C;]‘) = [ ag( a-‘)]. Since the fundamental groupLhas no torsion, 
it follows that [ arg( cv-‘ j] = 1 and the result follows in this case. We therefore assume 
gx(LC11) =[C’l-’ and therefore g,([ C,]) = [ C2]-‘. 
Assume 1 is even. Since [ Cr] generates the center, there exists a circular isotopy 
F: id = id having trace CL”‘/‘. Composing this isotopy with K, we construct an 
isotopy J : id * k with trace A = Cyn”‘~ at xl. Then [Ag( A -‘)I = 1. 
We now assume 1is odd. By an argument similar to the preceding case, we may 
assume CC:] = [ cug( a-‘)]. There exists a fixed point y f x2 in C,. Let el be an 
embedded path in C2 from x2 to y and let e2 be an embedded path in C2 from y 
to ~2 so that [ e’e2] = [ C2]-‘. Note that g( e,) = e;’ . There exists an isotopy F: id = p, 
which rotates the fibers, having trace at x2 either C;“‘l’ if m is even or C$““‘]e’ 
if m is odd where [ ] is the greatest integer function. Furthermore, p is the involution 
embedded in the SO(2) action which commutes with g. If 6 is either Cyi2 or 
C!m’21e’, there exists an isotopy J : id = @k having trace A = ar& If 6 = C,““, then 
[Ag(A-‘j] = [Cr%g(K’)] = 1. A similar computation shows that if 6 = CC;“/‘]e,, 
theta [Ag( A -‘)I = 1. Since p commutes with g, it follows that (pkj-‘g(@k) = k”‘gk, 
proving the result. 0 
Remark 2.2. Suppose M satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and let g be an 
involution. Assume the points xl and x2 are contained in fix(g) and there exists a 
path cy from xl to x2 so that [arg( cu-‘ j] is an element of the center. Then the proof 
of Lemma 2.1 shows that there exists a homeomorphism j, isotopic to the identity, 
and there exists a path A from x’ to j(x*) E fix(g), so that Ag( A-‘) is a contractible 
loop and j-‘gj = g* 
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Lemma 2.3. Let M be a closed, compact, orientable, aspherical 3.manifold and let g 
be an involution of M. Suppose there exist two points x1 and x2 contained in fix(g) 
and a path a joining these points such that ag( a-‘) is a contractible loop. Then a is 
homotopic, relative to {x,, x2), to a path 6 contained in a component of fix(g). 
Proof. Let p : fi + M be the universal covering. Note that ii? is contractible. Lift 
x1 to & in fi and let g be a lift of g so that d(Z,) = x”, . Now g2 covers the identity, 
implying d2 is a covering translation. Since d fixes the point Z,, it follows that g is 
an involution of A?. Now lift a to 6, starting at I, and ending at some point g2. 
Since p(g’(C’)&) = g(a-')a which is contractible, it follows that d(g2) = Z2. The 
fixed point set of an involution on a contractible manifold is connected. Therefore 
there exists an arc d contained in fix(g), from 2, to z2. Letting p( 8) = 6, proves the 
result. Cl 
Corolvlwy 2.4. Let M be a closed, compact, orientable aspherical 3-manifold with a 
$nite-rmmber of disjoint open 3-balls removed. Suppose g is an involution of M leaving 
the spheres S and S’ in the boundary of M invariant. Assume there exists a path a 
whose endpoints are contained in Sv S’ and a homotopy K : a-=-g(a) so that 
K,({O, I}) c S v S’. T%en there exists a g-invariant collectionofspheretboundary com- 
ponents, (Zi]y=, , and a collection of embedded disjoint arcs (&‘=, , each contained in 
fix(g), SO that each [i joins Ci to Zi+l, and 21~ S and C,, = S’. 
Proof. The proof follows by filling in the sphere boundary components, extending 
the involution over the resulting manifold by coning, and then extending the path 
a so that Lemma 2.3 applies. Cl 
Proposition 2.5. Let M be a compact, closed, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with 
infinite first homology. Suppose f and g are involutions of M, both Jixing a basepint x0 
so that f is homotopic to g relative to (x0). Then there exists a homeomorphism k of 
M, isotopic to the identity, so that k-‘gk =f 
Ikn#. If M is S’ x S’ x S’ the result follows by Lemma 1.3, and so we assume M 
is not S’ x S’ x S’. By [ 171 either the result follows, or M is a Seifert fibered space, 
g is a fiber preserving involution which induces the identity when restricted to the 
center, there exist isotopies K : id = k and B : id = p (rotates the fibers) so that p is 
a nontrivial involution which commutes with g and k-‘/3gk =f We assume, for 
contradiction, that the result does not follow. 
Let A be the path defined by h(t) = k(x,, t) and let 6 be the path defined by 
e(t) = B( k(x,), t). Denote by C the fiber containing k(x,). Then e is contained in 
C and since k(x,) = /3gk(xo), it follows since p leaves each fiber invariant hat g 
leaves C invariant. We now construct the following sequence of isotopies, together 
with their traces tarting at x0: 
f=k-‘/3gk-@gk=gk = g. 
A g 1(P) 
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Since f is homotopic to g relative (xg), it follows that [heg(h-‘) ] is an element of 
Center( v’(M, x0)). Since g induces the identity when restricted to the center it 
follows th’at [AS9(A-1)]2=[ASg(A-1)]g~([A~g(A-1)])=[A~g(~)A-1]. 
Suppose C is a regular fiber, and hence generates the center. It follows that & is 
an embedded arc on C from k(x,-,) to /3k(xO). Since g does not reverse theoti(entation 
of C, g( 6) # 6 and therefore eg( 5) = C. There exists an integer s such that [AC% -‘I = 
[A#g(A-‘)I. However, [ACsA-1]2= [Aeg(A-‘)12 = [Atg(t’] = [ACA-‘1 which is 
impossible, and therefore giving a contradiction. A similar argument is used when 
C is an exceptional fiber. Cl 
Proposition 2.6. Let M be a compact, closed, irreducible, 3.manifold with infinite_tfrst 
homology. Suppose f and g are invohJtions of M so that for a basepoint xl not in fix( f ), 
f is homotopic to g relative to (x, , f ( xl)}. men there exists a homeomorphism k, isotopic 
to the identity, such that k-‘gk =J 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.5. We may assume by 
Lemma 1.4, M is not S’ x S’ x S’. For contradiction we suppose that the-result doles 
not follow. Then M is a Seifert fibered space, g induces the identity on the center 
and f = k-‘@gk Let K : id = k and B : id = /3 be the isotopies and if f (x1) = x2 let 
K(xi, t) = Ai( t) and B(k(xi), t) = ei(t). Note that & ends at gk(xl), and therefore 
g( A,) is a path from x2 to the end point of t2. Denote by Ci the fiber containing 
k(.+, and note that 4 is contained in Ci. Since k(x2) =Pgk(x,) it follows that 
g( C,) = C2 and therefore C’ and C2 are fibers of the same type. 
Using the isotopies above, we obtain the following sequence of isotopies together 
with the traces at Xi: 
f = k-‘/3gk = g@k = gk = 
4 Si I&') 
g. 
Since f is homotopic to g, relative to (xl, x2}, it follows that [A&ig( A;‘)] is an 
element of Center( w,( M, Xi)), and if 6 is any path from xl to x2 then A2t2g(A r’) is 
homotopic to S-‘A ,[,g(A,‘)& Since g induces the identity on the center, 
g(A,&g(A~‘)) is homotopic to S-‘A&g(A,‘)S which is homotopic to A2&g(Ar1). 
Therefore, 
[A&g(A?)]2= [A&g(A?)] [g(A’&g(A2’))] = [A&g(&)A2’]. 
The proof is now analogous to that of Proposition 2.5. 0 
Proposition 2.7. Let f be an involution of a compact orientable 3-manifold W, Suppose 
a is a path contained in a component of fix(f) from x1 to x2, and suppose that this 
component is contained in the interior of W. Then there exists a homeomorphism j, 
isotopic to the identity, relative to the boundary of W and having trace aI at x2, so 
thatj(xJ = xl andj-‘fj = f: Furthermore, if x1 = x2, B is an f-invariant 3-ball containing 
xl, and the component oj fix(f) is not a one-sided surface, then j may be chosen to 
restrict to the identity on B. 
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Proof. Let F be a component of fix(f) containing (Y and choose an f-invariant 
regular neighborhood U of F. If F is a simple closed curve, then the orientability 
of W implies U is a solid torus. Up to equivalence, the only involution of the solid 
torus which has fixed point set a circle is rotation about the core. If F is a two-sided 
surface then U is a trivial I-bundle and F is orientable. By 173 we may assume 
U = F x 1 and f(x, 1) = (x, 1 - t) for (x, t) in U. In either of these two cases we may 
define an isotopy, with support in U, having the desired properties. Now suppose 
F is a one-sided surface. Then U is a twisted I-bundle over F and F is nonorientable. 
Let p : 6+ U be the double covering untwisting U at F so that p-‘(F) is the 
orientable cover of F. Note that fi is a trivial I-bundle over p-‘(F). Lift f to an 
involution f of fi so that fix(f) = p-‘( F). Then f and the covering transformation 
generate a Z2+ Z2 action on fi By [ 163 we may assume this action respects the 
product structure. This enables us to construct an isotopy in fi, relative to the 
boundary of fi and commuting with the action, so that after projecting to U we 
obtain anisotopy of U, relative to the boundary of U, having the desired properties. 
Extending ~by the identity to all of W proves the result. Cl 
Theorem 2S. Let M be a compact, closed, orientable, irredwible 3-manifold with 
infinite first homology. Suppose f and g are involutions of M, both jixing a basepoint 
x0, such that f is homotopic to g relative to {x0). Then gthere exists.a homeocjorphism 
k, isotopic to the identity relative to {x0}, so that k-‘gk =J: 
Proof. By Proposition 2.5 there exists an isotopy K : id = k so that k-‘gk =J: If 
M = S’ x S’ x S’, then the result follows by Lemma 1.3, so we assume M # 
S’ x S’ x S’. If a! is the trace of K starting at x o, then we obtain the following 
sequence of isotopies together with their traces starting at x0: 
f=k-‘gk=gk = g 
. & da-‘1 
Since f is homotopic to g, relative to (x0}, it follows that [arg( ar -‘)I is an element 
of Center( 7r,( M, x0)). By Lemma 2.1 we may assume ag( 8) is a contractible loop. 
By Lemma 2.3 we may assume (Y is contained in a component of fix(g). By 
Proposition 2.7, there exists an isotopy J : id = j so that the trace at k(xo) is 8 and 
j-‘gj = g. Then (jk)-‘g( jk) = f and (jk) is isotopic to the identity relative to {x0}. Cl 
3. Isomorphisms of a free product 
Let G=G1*G2**..* G, be a free product of indecomposable groups, none of 
which is infinite cyclic. If 4 is an automorphism of G, then by [3] 4 can be written 
as a product of automorphisms (fl +i)(n p,(X))(n oij), where +i, /AU(X), oij are 
defined as follows: 4i(Gi) = Gi and 4i]c, =id for j Z i, if y E Gj, then pii = 
X-‘YX where x E Gi and if ye Gj, then pii e y, Yij is an order two autPiilllephism 
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such that oij( Gi) = Gj and mijlGk = id for k f i or j. An automorphism 4 is called a 
slide automorphism if 4 = (n +i)(npij(X)) and &iJGi is an inner automorphism. Using 
the relations in the presentation of Aut(G) given by [3], it can be shown that the 
set of slide-.automorphisms is a subgroup of Aut( G). 
Proposition 3.1. Let G = G, * 9 9 9 * G,, be a free product of indecomposable groups, 
none of which is injinite cyclic. Let p : G + GE be the projection homomorphism and let 
h, 8, and 4 be automotphisms satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) @(GA = NG’) = h(G’) = G’, 
(2) h restricted to G’ is the identity, 
(3) there exist elements x, y, and z in G such that h( G2) = xG*x-‘, O( Gz) = yG2y-’ 
and +( Gz) = zG/, 
(4 P(Y) = 1, 
(5) there exists an element 11 E G such that h-‘4h = C,,, where C,, is conjugation 
bY rle 
Then q E G,, and there exists an element S E G, so that q = +(6)p(z)6-‘. 
Proof. Choose a nontrivial element cy in G, . Since h induces the identity on G’ , 
we have 4( LY) = q-* 8( cu) Q. Since +( LY) and O(a) are iboth elements of G’ , it follows 
that r) must also be in G’ . Also since h is the identity on G, we have ph-’ = p. 
From h-‘(G,) = h-‘(x-‘)Gzh-‘(x) we calculate that 
h-‘q6h( G2) = h-‘4(xGzx-‘) 
= h-‘(4(x)zGzt-‘4(x-‘)) 
= h-‘(~(x))h-‘(z)h-‘(x-‘)G~h-‘(x)h-’(z-’)h-’(~(x-‘)) 
which equals C,e( G2) = ~yGzy-‘~-‘. This implies there exists g2 E G2 such that 
h-‘(&(x))h-‘(z)h-‘(x-l) = qyg2. Applying p and using ph-* =p we obtain 
p(@(x))p(z)p(x-‘) = up = q. Let d =p(x). If gk E Gk for ka 1, then by the Kurosh 
subgroup theorem +( gk) is conjugate into some G, where r 2 1. This implies 
p@(gk)) = 1 and so 4(S) =p(&(x)). Therefore d@)p(z)S-’ = q proving the 
result. Cl 
Corollary 3.2. Let G = G, * G2 * . l . * G, be a free product of indecomposable noncyc- 
lie groups and let 8 and 4 be automorphisms such that e( G’) = G, , @( G2 * l 9 l * G,) = 
~(G2a~~*+G,)=G2*..** G, and 4(Gi) = Gi for i = 1,2. Suppose there exists u 
slide automorphism h, which restricts the identity on G’, and suppose there exists an 
inner automorphism C which is conjugation by the element q, such that h-‘#h = C8. 
Then there exists an element S in GI so that q-’ = S#(S-*). 
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Proof. This follows from Proposition 3.1 since 2 = 1. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Let G = G1 * G2 * . . l * G,, be a free product of indecomposable groups, 
none of which is infinite cyclic. Let p : G + G, be the projection homomorphism and let 
h and 4 be automorphisms satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) I = GI, 
(2) there xist elements x and z in G such that h( G2) = xG,x-’ and 4(G2) = zGzzB1, 
(3) there exists an element w E G so that he,,, restricted to G1 is the identity where 
C,,, is conjugation by w, 
(4) there exists an element q E G such that h-‘4h = C,,4 where C,, is conjugation 
bY rl* 
Then: 
(1) w-%74(w) is in the center of G,, 
(2) ifq~G~, then WEG~, 
(3) if q and z are both in G1 , then there exists an element SE G, such that 
w-%74(w) = z-‘4(s-‘)zi?-‘. 
Proof. Let k = hC,. Then k induces the identity on G1 and k,(_Gz) = 
h( w)xG2x_‘h( w-l). Furthermore K14k = C,‘h-‘4hC,,, = CHIC,&,, = C,,,-Q~,~. 
Forall a! in G, we have 4(a) = k-‘4k(a) = C,-1 ,ac,,,14(a) nd conclusions (1) and 
(2) follow. Now assume q and z are both in Gl and set 40-= C,-14. Then k-‘4& = 
k-‘C;l4k = CT%-‘4k = Cz-+~r19(Wj4 = Cr-~w-~V6~w~r4,,= C,, -~rl+,~40. By Propo- 
sition 3.1, since 4,,( G,) = G1 and 4&G2) = Gz, there exists Q E G1 so that w-‘q4( w) = 
4&w-’ = z-‘4(iS)zi?-‘, proving the result. Cl 
Corollary 3.4. Let G = G1 * . l . * Gn be a free product of indecomposable groups, none 
of which is infirrite cyclic. Let p : G + G, be the projection homomorphism and let h, 8, 
and 4 be automorphisms satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) 4(G,) = @(GA = h(G,) = G1, 
(2) h restricted to G, is the identity, 
(3) there exist elements x, y, and z in G such that h( Gz) = xGax-‘, e( G2) = yG2y-’ 
and 4(G2) = zGzz-I, 
(4) ZE G, and p(y) = 1, 
(5) there exists an element q E G such that h-‘4h = C,,e where C,, is conjugation 
bY ?* 
TIaen LEG,, and there exists a slide automorphism glI(S) such that 
p12(~-‘)4~,2(S)(Gd = vGz~-‘~ 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 7 E G, and there exists an element S E G, 
such that r) = 4($)zS-‘. Therefore ~,z(S-‘)4~12(S)(Gz) = p12(S-‘)4(SG2S-‘) =
p,2(K-‘)(4(6)2G2z-‘4(~-*)) =$(S)ZS-‘~~&-‘~(S-‘) = q&‘i-‘e Ei 
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4. Splitting involutions along the same sphere 
This section is devoted to proving the Splitting Theorem. We begin with several 
definitions. 
Suppose M is an orientable 3-manifold and let S be a separating embedded 
2.sphere. Let M, be a component of M\S with the boundary of a 3-ball B glued 
along S. Choose an embedded loop cy based at a point in aB so that a regular 
neighborhood V of a u B is a solid torus. Define an isotopy id = k, in M, , having 
support in V, which slides B around ac, so that k, restricts to the identity on B. Now 
k, induces a homeomorphism ks of M. Any homeomorphism of M, homotopic to 
a composition of such homeomorphisms, will be called a slide homeomorphism. 
Suppose M does not contain any S*X S’ summands and write M as 
M,#M*#- l l # Ad, where each Mi is irreducible. Identify q(M, x0) with 
7r,(M,) * l l l * ?r,( Ad,). Suppose k, is a slide homeomorphism fixing x0. There exists 
a prime decomposition of M = N, # N2 l l l # IV, so that k, induces a slide 
automorphism on 7r,( N,) * l l l * w,(N,). Using the Kurosh subgroup theorem and 
[3] it follows that k, induces a slide automorphism on I,( M,) * . l l * w,( M,). Since 
the slide automorphisms form a subgroup, it follows by the above that any slide 
homeomorphism induces, up to inner automorphism, a slide automorphism. 
A homeomorphism r, of a 3-manifold that is homotopic to a homeomorphism 
that has support in a collar neighborhood of an embedded 2-sphere S, is called a 
rotation about S. A composition of rotations is again called a rotation. It is known 
[S] that r* is homotopic to the identity. A trivial rotation is one that is homotopic 
to the identity. Furthermore, it is not hard to show that if C is an embedded a-sphere, 
then r(Z) is homotopic to C. 
Lemma 4.1. Let S be a finite (possibly empty) collection of pairwise disjoint embedded 
noncontractible 2-spheres in a compact orientable 3-manifold M. Let S = S, v S2 be a 
partition of S into two sets. Suppose C is a 2-sphere embedded in M which is disjoint 
from each sphere in S, , such that the closure of one of the complementary components 
of C is a once punctured irreducible 3-manifold. Then there exists a slide homeomorphism 
k of M, which restricts to the identity on S,, such that k(S) is disjoint from 2. 
Proof. Isotope Z, relative to S, , so that C intersects each element in S2 transversely, 
Split M along the spheres in S, and let N be the component containing C. The 
proof is now similar to that of Lemma A.1 in [I]. By choosing an innermost disk 
on C, and a disk on a sphere in S2 so that their union is a sphere 9, then applying 
a slide homeomorphism k:E and isotopies of N we reduce the number of intersections 
of S2 with Z. Since all the constructions are done locally in small neighborhoods 
of spheres and arcs in the interior of N, we observe that all the homeomorphisms 
can be chosen to be the identity on the boundary of N, and so will extend to M. 
This completes the proof. [TJ 
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Let M be a compact 3-manifold. A collection S, of disjoint embedded 2-spheres 
with the property that no subcollection bounds a punctured ball and the closure of 
the complementary components of M\S is a collection of punctured prime mani- 
folds, will be called a decomposing set of spheres for M. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose M is a jinite connected sum of compact irreducible 3-manifolds 
and let f and g be involutions of M. Let C be a noncontractible embedded 2-sphere so 
that either f (2) = C or f(X) n C = 0, and the closure of one of the complementary 
components of M\Z is a once punctured irreducible 3-manifold. Then there exists a 
slide homeomorphism k, and there exists a k-‘gk invariant decomposing set of spheres 
S, for M, disjoint from C v f(X). 
Proof. By [8], there exists a noncontractible embedded 2-sphere S1 such that either 
g( S,) = S1 or g(S,) n S, = 0 and {S, , S2 = g( S,)} does not bound a punctured ball. 
We now apply Lemma 4.1, repeatedly if necessary, for the collection of spheres 
(C, = &Z; = f (B)}, and (S, , $1 to obtain a slide homeomorphism k-l, such that 
k-‘(S, u Sz) n (2$ u 22) = 0. Let k-‘(Si) = Spi and observe that k-‘gk leaves the set 
(9,) &} invariant. Denote the improved involution k-‘gk <by gandlet S = (9,) Y;). 
If S is a decomposing set of spheres for M, then we are done. If not, then by [8] 
there exists a noncontractible embedded sphere Si , not meeting any element -of S, 
so that either g(S{) = S’, or g(S{) n S: = 0, and no subcollection of 
(9,) &, S: , g(Sl,)} bounds a punctured ball. As above, we apply Lemma 4.1 and 
iterate the procedure. Since M is compact we eventually obtain the desiredJhomeo- 
morphism k and the k”gk invariant set of decomposing spheres S, disjoint from 
Huf(H). cl 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose M is a finite connected sum of closed, compact, orientable, 
aspherical 3-manifolds. Let g be an involution and let 5” be a g-invariant decomposing 
set of spheres for M. Suppose there exists an embedded noncontractible 2-sphere S such 
that g(S) is homotopic to S. Then either there exists a g-invariant 2-sphere in 9 or 
fix(g) is not empty. 
Proof. Let p : fi + M be the universal cover and let S be a lift of S. Choose a lift 
of g, which we denote by g, so that g(S) is a homotopic to S. Observe that g2 covers 
the identity and hence is a covering translation. In [ 121 the action of the fundamental 
group on the higher homotopy groups was explicitly described, and it follows from 
that description that no covering translation, except he identity, can take a noncon- 
tractible 2-sphere homotopically to itself. Since g2(s”) is homotopic to 3, it follows 
that g2 = id. 
Suppose no sphere in 9 is left invariant by g, and therefore no sphere in p-‘(9) 
is left invariant by g. It follows that there exists a punctured g-invariant irreducible 
submanifold M: of M and a &invariant component in p-‘( M’,). To see this form 
a tree on which i acts by letting the vertices correspond to the E~VHS~ iDage of the 
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punctured irreducible 3-manifolds in the prime decomposition of M given by 9, 
and letting the edges correspond to P_‘(9). Since no edge is left invariant and d is 
a P2 action on this tree, it follows that there exists a vertex fixed by g. Let # be 
a &invariant component- of p-‘(M’,). Fill in the IL-sphere boundaries and extend 
the involution g”i Q; to obtain an involution h of 6, . Filling in the %-sphere boundaries 
of M’, and extending ~1 A;, we obtain a covering p., : Ii?, + A&. It folJlows that & is 
the universal cover of lM1 and therefore G, is contractible. Since h is an involution 
of fi, , it follows that fix(h) is not empty. Since g left no sphere invariant, fix(g) 
is not empty and therefore fix(g) is not empty. q 
Proposition 4.4. Suppose M is a finite connected sum of closed, compact, orientable, 
irreducible, suflciently large 3-manifolds. Let g be an involution of M and let 9 be a 
g-invariant decomposing set of spheres for M. Let S be a noncontractible embedded 
2-sphere in M, not intersec#ing any element of 9, with the property that one of its 
complementary components is a once punctured irreducible 3-manifold. Suppose there 
exists a slide homeomorphism k such that k-‘gk(S) is homotopic to S. Then there 
exists a slide homeomorphism j such that j-‘gj(S) = S. 
Proof, Since Sp is a decomposing collection for M and S does not intersect any 
element of 9, it follows that we may order the spheres in 9 such that the subcollection 
{S,,***, S,) of 9 together with S bounds a punctured ball. Denote by N the once 
punctured irreducible submanifold bounded by S and since (S, , . . . , S,} together 
with S bounds a punctured ball, it follows that {S, , . . . , 4) bounds a punctured 
irreducible 3-manifold W. Since k-‘gk( S) is homotopic to S, by [lo] we may isotope 
k-‘gk to a homeomorphism f such that f(S) = S. We may assume f fixes a basepoint 
x in S. If f reverses the sides of S then M is a connected sum of two irreducible 
3-manifolds and 9’ consists of one sphere left invariant by g. In this case S is isotopic 
to that sphere and the result follows. So we may assume f does not reverse the sides 
of S and therefore f(N) = IV. Let ~1 be a noncontractible oop in N n W. Since k 
is a slide homeomorphism and therefore k(ar) is freely homotopic to cy it follows 
that f(a) is freely homotopic to g(a). Now f (cu) is contained in N and therefore 
g( W) = W This implies g leaves the set (S, , . . . , S,} invariant. If W is contained 
in N, then t = 1, g leaves S, invariant, and S, is isotopic to S. The result follows in 
this case. So we assume N is contained in W. 
Suppose no sphere in {S, , . . . , S,} is left invariant by g. This implies no sphere 
in 9’ is left invariant. Now k”gk(S) is homotopic to S and k”(9) is a k”gk 
invariant decomposing set of spheres for M with no sphere left invariant. By Lemma 
4.3 k”gk and therefore g has a fixed point. Note that this fixed point is contained 
in W. By choosing a collection of g invariant disjoint embedded arcs in W from 
this fixed point to the spheres &, and then taking a regular neighborhood of these 
arcs and the spheres SiB we may construct a g-invariant sphere S’ in W, disjoint 
from each S, such that (S l,. . . , SJ together with S’ bounds a punctured ball. 
Applying Lemma 4.1, there exists a slide homeomorphismj, restricting to the identity 
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on(S’,..., S,} SO that i(S’) does not intersect S. This implies j(S) is isotopic to s 
and we may assume j(S’) = S. Note that jgj-‘(S) = S proving the result. 
We now assume g leaves one or more of the spheres in {S, , . . . , St} invariant and 
order these spheres o that g(S) = Si for i s n and g( Si) n Si = 0 for i > n. The idea 
now is to find invariant arcs between the spheres. Isotope g, leaving each sphere 
in {S’,..., St} invariant, to a homeomorphism h so that h(x) = x and for a point 
Xi in Si where i s n, h(Xi) = Xi. Recall x is a basepoint on S =f( S). Choose arcs 
Ai in W from x to Xi and let Mi be the punctured irreducible 3-manifold which 
has Si in 5ts boundary for i s n. Via these arcs we view w,( M, X) 
as ?r’(N)*?r’(M’j**-*nl (A&) * G. Note that h,(q(N))= m’(N) and 
hb( W’(Mi)) = ei’w’(Mi)& where e= [h&(Af’)] is an element of n-‘(N). There exists 
a slide homeomorphism q, fixing the basepoint X, such that q-‘hq is homotopic to 
j: By isotoping q with the appropriate trace, we may assume q# restricts to 
the identity on ?I,( N). Now (q-‘hq), = Cfn where C is an inner automorphism 
that is conjugation by 7 where 7 represents the trace of the homotopy from 
q-‘hq to J: Since f(S) = S it follows that &( T,(N)) = q(N) and 
f#(dw * l l l * ml( M,) * G) = vr’( M’) * l l l * q( M,,) * G, and therefore the con- 
ditions of Corollary 3.4 are satisfied. For each Mi, there exists p’i(Si) such that 
~‘i(~)-‘h,~‘i(~)(~,(Mi)) = 7-l ?I’( Mi) 7. By splittilng M along Si an(d glueing 
in a 3-ball, then defining an isotopy whose trace represents biand considering the 
induced homeomorphism on M, we obtain a slide homeomorphism m 
SO that (m-‘hm),( s’( Mi)) = ~-‘wl( Mijq. Furthermore, m restricts to the identity 
on each element of 9, This implies ~-‘[h@iA~‘J~ =(m-‘hm)[hiyiAf’] = 
[(m”hm)(Ai)h(yi)( m-‘hm)(A;‘)] where pi and yi are 100~s in Mi. It follows that 
m-‘hm(Ai) is homotopic to q-*Ai relative to {x, Xi}. If n > 1, consider Ai and Aj 
and observe that m-‘gm(Ar’h/) = m-‘hm(AT’Aj) z Af’vq-‘Aj % AT’ Aj, where each 
homotopy leaves the spheres Si invariant. By Corollary 2.4, there exists a collection 
of disjoint embedded arcs, contained in fix( m-‘gm) and intersecting the spheres in 
their endpoints, so that these arcs together with the spheres (S,), is n, form a 
connected set. By taking the boundary of a regular neighborhood we construct a
m-‘gm-invariant sphere C so that C together with {S,), i s n, bound a punctured 
ball. If n = 1 such a C clearly exists. Now by taking appropriately chosen arcs 
between the spheres {S,), n < z - ‘ c t, we construct a m”gm invariant sphere S’ SO 
that S’ together with (Si,. . . , S,} bounds a punctured ball. The proof is now 
completed as in the previous case. Cl 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose M is a jinite connected sum of closed, compact, irreducible, 
suflciently large S-manifolds and suppose f and g are involutions of M which induce 
the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group. Then there exists a slide 
homeomorplrism k and there exists an embedded noncontractible 2-sphere S, satisfying 
the foltowing proprties : 
(1) 7&e closure of one of the complementay components of S is a once punctured 
irreducibie 3 -manifold. 
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(2) Either f(S) = S or f(S) is disjoint from S. 
(3) Iff(S) = S and f does not reverse the sides of S, then there exists an f-invariant 
decomposing set of spheres, 9, for M, containing S, such that f leaves each sphere in 
9 invariant- and leaves- each punctured irreducible summand in the closure of the 
complementary components of M \Y invariant. 
(4) k-‘gk(S)=f(S). Iff(S)nS=(b, then k-‘gkandfagreeons. 
Proof. By [S 1, there exists a sphere S, satisfying properties (l)-(3). By Lemma 4.2 
there exists a slide homeomorphism k and a k-‘gk invariant decomposing set of 
spheres 9 for M, disjoint from S u f( S). Since f and g induce the same outer 
automorphism, it follows by [ 121 that there exists a rotation r, so that g is homotopic 
to fr. 
Supposef(S)=S. Now k(k-‘gk)k-‘(S)=g(S)=(f+)(S)=f(S)=S,andtherefore 
we may apply Proposition 4.4 to k-‘gk, 9, and S. Hence, there exists a slide 
homeomorphism j, such that j-‘( k-‘gk)j( S) = S. 
Now suppose f(S) ri S = 0. There exists a subset 9’ of 9 so that the spheres of 
9 together with S bound a punctured ball. Let N be the once punctured irreducible 
3-manifold bounded by S and W the punctured irreducible 3=manifold>!bounded 
by 9’. Since k is a slide homeomorphism and f and g induce the same outer 
automorphism on the fundamental group it follows that f(N) n N = 0 implies 
(k”‘gk)( W) n W = 0. Furthermore, (k”gk)( 9”) and f(S) bound a punctured ball. 
We may assume that there is more than one sphere in 9, otherwise the result 
follows. Therefore, W contains N and (k”gk)(S) is disjoint from S. By Lemma 
4.1 there exists a slide homeomorphism j, which restricts to the identity on Sp u S, 
such that j( f( S)) is disjoint from k-‘gk( S). Since (k-‘gk)(SP’) and f(S) bound a 
punctured ball and (k”gk)( S) and (k”gk)( 9) bound a punctured ball, it follows 
that (jf)( S) and (k”gk)(S) are isotopic. Therefore, we may assume (jf )( S) = 
(k”gk)( S). NOW (j-’ k”gkj)( S) = j-‘k-‘gk( S) = f (S). Since fr is homotopic to g, 
we may assume (kj)“g( kj)ls = f Is, completing the proof. 0 
Suppose M is a compact 3-manifold and suppose 9’ is a separating embedded 
2-sphere. Write M as M, &-- Mz. Then there exists a map p : (M, &\int( 0’)) + 
(MI, y) that collapses M*\int( D3) to a point y, and carries M,\D’ homeomorphi- 
tally to M,\(y). Such a map is called a pinch map. A composition of ;linch maps 
is again called a pinch map. 
Lemma 4.6. Let M be afinite connected sum of closed orientable aspherical 3-manifolds 
and suppose S is a noncontractible embedded Z-sphere so that M = MI #s M2. Suppose 
p : M 4 M, is a pinch map which restricts to the identity on S v {x) where x is a fixed 
basepoint. Let k be a slide homeomoqhism of M, Jixing x men there exists a slide 
homeomoqhism k, of MI, which restr& to the identity on 8 so that [pk)# = 
(klp), : n,(M, xl-+ wad M, 9 xl. 
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Proof. Let W be a punctured 3-ball containing Su {x} in its interior, such that M 
is Wu (UiC1 IV:) where each Ni is an aspherical 3-manifold Ni with the interior 
of a 3-ball removed. Denote aN: by Si* We may assume M, = N, # l l 9 # N’ for 
s c t. Identify ?rl( M, ~0) with ?r,( N,) * l l l * q( N,) and al(M1, x0) with 
%(N) * l l l * =I( N,). By [3], kx = (n 4i)<n p,)(n oij)- Since k is a slide homeo- 
morphism, and therefore induces a slide automorphism on pl( M, x0), we may assume 
k, = <n 4i)(n pij). Using the technique in Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 4.1 of [13] we 
construct the desired homeomorphism k, . This is done by using the spheres Si to 
construct the slide homeomorphisms which induce the 4i’s and Pii’S, where i,j~ 
s. Cl 
Corollary 4.7. Let M be a finite connected sum of closed orientable aspherical 3- 
mantfolds, and suppose S, and S, are two disjoint embedded noncontractible 2-spheres 
such that M = MI Is, Mz #% M3. Suppose p : M + M2 is a pinch map which restricts 
to the identity on Si. Let Xi E Si and suppose k is a slide homeomorphism fixing xi. Then 
there exists a slt;$e homeomorphism k2 of M2, which restricts to the identity on S1 u S2, 
such that (pk)# = (kzp), : m,(M, Xi) + ~ICMZ, Xi)* 
P-f. We may assume p : M + M2 is a composition of the following two pinch 
maps: p1 : M + MI # M2 and p2: MI # M2 + M2. Applying_ Lemlma 4.6 to k and 
pI : M + MI # M2, there exists a slide homeomorphism kl of M, # M2 so that 
( p1 k)# = (k,p,), : wt( M, x1) -+ q( M, # M2, x,). Now apply Lemma 4.6 again to k, 
and p2 : MI # M2 + M2 to obtain a slide homeomorphism k2 of M2, which restricts 
to the identity on St, so that ( p2k& = (k p ) 2 2 c:~,(M,#M2,xr)~?rl(M2,xr). It 
now follows that (k&+ = (pk), : w,( M, x,) + w,( M2, x,). Since S2 boulnds a ball we 
may assume k21q = id. Let A be an arc in M2 from x1 to x2. Isotope k2, relative to 
S, , such that k2( A) is homotopic to pk(A ), relative to (x1, x21, and k2 restricts to 
the identity on S2 I) !Bince k2(A) is homotopic to pk(A ), relative to (x, , x2}, the result 
follows. 0 
-position 4.8. Let M be a $nite connected sum of closed, compact, orientable, 
aspherical 3-manifolds and let f and g be involutions of M. Suppose S is a g-invariant 
noncontractible embedded 2-sphere such that f(S) = g(S) and the closure of one of 
the complementary components of S is a once punctured irreducible 3-manifold. If g 
does not reverse, the sides of S assume there are two punctured g-invariant irreducible 
summands having S in their boundary. Suppose there exists a slide homeomorphism k 
such that k”gk and f induce the same outer automorphism on the flmdantental group. 
men there exists a slide homeomorphism j9 which restricts to the identity on S, such 
that j-‘gj and f induce the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group. 
proof. If g reverses the sides of S, then M is a connected sum of two irreducible 
39manifolds and k(S) is isotopic to S. If this occurs we isotope k to restrict o the 
identity on S and the result follows. Therefaze, assume g, and &H&:e f, does not 
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reverse the sides of S. By isotoping f and g, we may assume that f and g fix a 
basepoint x in S. Note that f and g at this point need not be involutions in a 
neighborhood of S, however this will not affect the desired goal. By [12], there 
exists-a rotation r, such that k-‘gk is homotopic to fr. We may assume k and r also 
fix x. Write M as M, #s M2 where M’ is irreducible. Since k is aslide:homeomorph- 
ism and M, is irreducible, we may construct an isotopy, having the appropriate 
trace, and isotope k such that k restricts to the identity on m’(M’). 
Let J : k-‘gk =fi be the homotopy and suppose 9-l is the element in the funda- 
mental group represented bythe trace at X. Our goal is to isotope k so that the trace 
is contractible. If C is the inner automorphism that is conjugation by 9, then 
(k”gk)# = C& . Observe that the conditions of Corollary 3.2 are satisfied and 
therefore there exists an element 6 in T’( Ml) such that 7-l = g&t-‘)6 or q = 
e-‘g&). Since q E rr,( Ml) and k# restricts to the identity on ?r,(M,), we obtain 
g = kCfr)k-’ and the trace, represents he element 11-l. Let H : id = h be an- isotopy 
whose trace represents the element 5-l. We obtain the following sequence of 
homotopies with their traces at X: 
h-‘gh y, gh = g = k(ji)k-‘. 
6 ‘r(4) I)-’ 
Therefore, (hk)“g( hk) =fi, relative to {x) and denote the improved slide homeo- 
morphism (hk) by k again. We will now construct j,
Let pr : M + Mi be a pinch map which restricts to the identity on S. By Lemma 
4.6, there exists a slide homeomorphism ki of Mi, which restricts to the identity on 
S, such that (pk)# = (kipi)ag’( M, X) + v’( Mi, x). Let gi and A be the involutions of 
Mi, obtained by restricting and f to the punctured submanifolds MI and then 
extending to Mi by coning. Note that pif=f pi and pig = gipi, where all the 
homotopies are relative to S. We obtain the following commutative diagram: 
j&(&-‘&,-id 
~luw x) 9 m(Mx) 
I (Pi)* 
where qi is an injective homomorphism such that si( pJ:,* is the identity automorphism 
on the fundamental group of M,. This implies k;‘giki and fi induce the same 
automorphism on the fundamental group of Mr. If j is the homeomorphism of M 
defined by jlM;= kiiM;, then j-‘gj and f induce the same automorphism on the 
fundamental group, and the proof is complete. 0 
Lemma 4.9. Letf and g be involrttions of a cmnpact 3man~ld with Center( I,( M)) = 1 
and let x1 be a basepoirtt such that f(q) = g(q) = x2 # xl. Suppose there xists a slide 
hameomoqW% k stmh that k”gk is homotopic to fr where r is a rotation @ring xl. 
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Then there exists a slide homeomorphism j, isotopic to k, such that j-‘gj is homotopic 
to fr, relative to {x, , x2}. 
Proof. We may assume k fixes Xi and if K : g = kCfr)k-* is a homotopy let vi denote 
the trace of this homotopy at Xi. Note that qr is a loop based at x2 and q2 is a loop 
based at x1. If Cj : ?T,( M, Xi) + wI( M, Xi) is the inner automorphism that is conjugation 
by qj then Cjg# = (kfk-I)# . This implies c2glc1g6 : v,( M, x,) + ?rl( M, x1) is the 
identity and therefore a! = q~1gn(q~1)ag,(~1)q2 for any a! in rr,(M, xl). Since the 
center is trivial it follows that g,( q,)q2 = 1 and r),g,( q2) = 1. 
Let J: id = j (rel {x2}) be an isotopy having trace r)y* at x1. Define an isotopy 
H:j-‘gj=g by 
H(x, t) = 
J(j-‘gj(x), 2t), 0s t s& 
gJ(x, 2 - 2t), +ts1. 
Note that H(x,,t)=J(x2,2t)*gJ(x,,2_2t)=g(q2) and H(XZ, 0 = 
J(x,,.2t) * gJ(x2,2-2t)= 7;‘. Finally define a homotopy Z : j-‘gj = k-‘Cfr)k by 
2(x, t) = 
( 
H(r 20, OS ts’ 
K(x,2t-l), t,,A: 
Now 2(x,, t) = g(q2) * qr and 2(x2, t) = qi1q2. Therefore, (jk-‘)-‘g(jk-‘) is 
homotopic to fr, relative to (x1, x2} proving the *result. Cl 
Pqositisn 4.10, Let M be a finite connected sum of closed, compact, orientable 
aspherical 3-manifolds and let f and g be involutions of M. Suppose there exist disjoint 
noncontractible embedded 2-spheres S, and S2 such that, g(S,) = S2, f (S,) = g(S,), 
and S, is not homotopic to S2. Assume that the closure of one of the complementary 
components of S, is a once punctured irreducible 3-manifold and that there exists a 
slide homeomorphism k such that k-‘gk and f induce the same outer automorphism 
on the fundamental (group. Then there exists a slide homeomorphism j, which restricts 
to the identity on S,, such that j-‘gj and f induce the same outer automorphism on the 
fundamental group. 
Praaf. Choose a basepoint x1 in S, and let f (x,) = x2. Write M as MI #s, MS #s, M2 
where M,, for i = 1,2, is irreducible. By [ 123, there exists a rotation r9 such that 
k”gk is homotopic to fr. Applying Lemma 4.9 we may assume k-‘gk is homotopic 
to fr, relative {xl ) x2}. Let pi : M + Mi be a pinch map, for i = 1,2,3, which restricts 
to the identity on the appropriate spheres. The proof is now similar to that of 
Proposition 4.8 and uses Corollary 4.7. Cl 
Splitting Theorem 4.11. Suppose M is a finite connected sum of closed, orientable, 
irreducible suficiently large 3-manifolds and let f and g be involutions of M inducing 
the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group. Then there exists a noncon- 
tractibie embedded 2msphere S and there ex&ts a slide homeomorphism k, satisfying 
the followitag properties : 
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(1) the closure of one of the complementary components of S is a once punctured 
irreducible 3 -manifold, 
(2) either f (S) = S or f (S) is disjoint from S, 
(3) iff(S) = S andf d oes not reverse the sides of S, then there existsan f-invariant 
decomposing set of spheres, 9, for M, containing S, such that f leaves each sphere in 
9 invariant and leaves each punctured irreducible summand in the closure of the 
complementary components of M\Y invariant, 
(4) k-‘gk(S)=f(S); iff(S)nS=@, then k-‘gk andf agree on S, 
(5) k-‘gk and f induce the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group, 
(6) if either, f does not reverse the sides of S, or if f reverses the sides of S and 
dim(fix( f) A S) = dim(fix( k-‘gk) n S), then k-‘gk and f agree on S. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, there exists an embedded sphere S and a slide homeomorph- 
ism k satisfying properties (l)-(S). Applying, either Proposition 4.5 if f(S) = S, or 
Proposition 4.10 if f (S) A S = 0, to the involutions k-‘gk and J there exists a slide 
homeomorphism j, which restricts to the identity on S u f (S), such that j-‘( k-‘gk)j 
and f induce the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group. Since f and 
j-‘(k-‘gk)j induce the same outer auto=orphism, it follows that if they leave S 
invariant and do not reverse the sides of S, then they induce two involutions on an 
irreducible sufficiently large 3-manifold, which are homotopic relative to a base 
point contained in the interior of a 3-ball, bounded by S. It follows that-these two 
involutions are homotopic by a homotopy that preserves the ball [ 141. This implies 
that dim( fix( f) n S) = dim(fix( jk)-‘g( jk)) n S), and therefore we may assume they 
agree on S. Cl 
5. Involutions of S* X I 
In this section we consider the question of when two involutions on S2 x I, which 
agree on the boundary, are equivalent by a homeomorphism which restricts to the 
identity on the boundary. 
Lemma 5.1. Let g be an involution of a 2-sphere S and let K : id = k be an isotopy. 
Suppose k commutes with g and K (fix(g) x I) is contained in fix(g). Then there exists 
an isotopy J : id = k such that J,g = gJ, (i.e., k isfiber isotopic to the identity with respect 
to the projection p : S + S/g). 
Proof. If dim(fix(g)) s 0, the result follows by Lemma 5.1 of [ 171. Suppose fix(g) = 1 
and hence S/g is a disk. Let j be the homeomorphism of S/g covered by k. Since 
K (fix(g) x I) c fix(g) it follows that j restricted to the boundary of S/g is isotopic 
to the identity. This implies j is isotopic to the identity and the result follows by 
lifting this isotspy, 0 
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Remark 5.2. Let f and g be involuttions of S2 x I, which agree on the boundary, 
have one dimensional fixed point set, and leave each boundary component invariant. 
Suppose there exists a homeomorphism j, which is isotopic to the identity and 
exchanges the two fixed points of g on one boundary component, and restricts to 
the identity on the two fixed points of g on the other boundary component, so that 
j-‘gj =J: By considering a g-invariant disk D = Z x Z c S2 x I, it follows that j-‘gj( D) 
is isotopic to p(D), relative to the boundary of S2 x I, where p is a nontrivial rotation. 
This implies f is homotopic to gp, relative to the boundary of S2 x I. 
Remark 5.3. (a) Let f and g be involutions of S2 x I, which agree on the boundary, 
have two-dimensional fixed point set, and leave each boundary component invariant. 
Suppose there exists a homeomorphism j, isotopic to the identity, and a disk 
D = Z x Z c S2 x Z contained in fix(g), so that j leaves D n a(S2 x I) invariant and 
j+gj=f: Let p be a nontrivial rotation. If f is homotopic to g, relative to the 
boundary, then j-‘(D) is isotopic to D or p(D), relative to the boundary. 
(b) Let g be an involution of S2 x I, having two-dimensional fixed point set and 
leaving each boundary component invariant. Suppose k is a homeomorphism of 
S2 x Z so that klS2x~~)n~x(g) = id, ~IsQ~~M~) is not homotopic to the identity 
)S2x(,1nfix(g,, and k commutes with g on the boundary. By considering a<disk, as in 
part (a), it follows that k-‘gk is homotopic to gp, relative to the boundary, where 
p is a nontrivial rotation. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose $ and g are involutions qf S2 x I, which agree on the boundary 
and leaveeach boundary component invariant. Zf dim@x(g)) 5 1, assumef is homotopic 
to g, relative to the boundary. Then there exists a homeomorphism k, which restricts 
to the identity on the boundary, such that k”gk =jI Zf dim(fix(g)) = 1, then fix(g) is 
homotopic to fix(f), relative to the boundary. 
proof. Since f and g agree on the boundary, there exists a homeomorphism j, 
isotopic to the identity, so that j-‘gj =f; If fix(g) is empty, we may apply Lemma 
5.1 and adjust j in a neighborhood of the boundary, to obtain the desired homeo- 
morphism k, 
Suppose dim(fix(g)) = 1. By Remark 5.2, either j restricted to fix(g) n a(S’ x I) 
is the identity, orj exchanges the two fixed points of g on both boundary components. 
In either case there is a component of fix(f) isotopic to a component of fix(g), 
relative to the boundary. We may assume f agrees with g in a neighborhood of this 
component. Since this neighborhood isa 3.ball and its complement isa 3-ball, the 
result follows. 
Suppose dim(fix(g)) = 2. Choose a disk D = Z x Z c S2 x Z contained in fix(g). 
There exists a homeomorphism on each boundary component, which commutes 
with g restricted to that boundary component and is isotopic to the identity leaving 
the fixed point set invariant, such that it takes each component of j( D n a( S’ x I)) 
to itself. Applying Lemma 5,l to extend this homeomorpGr@ R 2’ x I, we may 
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assume D and J satisfy the conditions of Remark 5.3(a). Since f is homotopic to 
g, relative to the boundary, it follows that j-‘(D) is isotopic to D or p(D), 
rel(a(S2 x I)), where p is a nontrivial rotation. Suppose j-‘( B) is isotopic to D and 
let k be a homeomorphism, isotopic to the identity relative to the boundary, such 
that k( j-‘( D)) = D. Then k-‘gk and f leave j-‘( D) invariant. We may assume they 
agree on j-‘(D). Since the complement of a( S2 x I) u j-‘( D) is an open 3-ball the 
result follows in this case. If j”(D) is isotopic to p(D), consider pgp” andJ: Now 
p(D) is in fix(pgp-‘) and isotopic to j-‘(D), relative to the boundary. Applying the 
above procedure to p8p-’ and f completes the proof. 
If dim(fix(g)) = 1, it follows since k restricts to the identity on the boundary, that 
fix(g) is homotopic to fix(f), relative to the boundary. 0 
6. Conjugate involutions &kg a 3-ball 
In this section, we show that under certain conditions the conjugating homeo- 
morphism of two conjugate involutions can be chosen to fix a 3-ball if the two 
involutions leave the 3.ball invariant. The following lemma shows it is su&ient for 
the conjugating homeomorphism to fix a basepoint. 
Emma 6.1, Suppose ,f and g are involutions of a 3-mantfold M, which agree on a 
3-ball B contained in the interior of M, and leave B invariant. Let x be a &ed point 
in the interior of B and suppose k is a homeomorphism of M, jking x, such that 
k”gk = f Then there exists a homeomorphism j, isotopic to k relative to (aM u (x)), 
such that j(B) = B and j-‘gj =$ 
Proof. Sincefand g agree on B and k”gk =f, it follows that g leaves k(B) invariant. 
Since the involutions of a 3=baCl are standard, by choosing alarger g-invariant 3-ball 
containing k(B), we define a homeomorphism j, , isotopic to the identity relative 
to (aM u {x}), with support in this larger 3-ball, so that j, k( 8) c int( B) and ji’gj, = g. 
If aB = S, observe that g( j, k)( S) = (j’ k)( S) and S u (j, k)( S) bounds a g-invariant 
product S2 x 1. We may assume g respects this product structure. Hence there 
exists a homeomorphism j2, isotopic to the identity relative to aM u (x}, such that 
jA j&)(S) = S and ji’gjz = g. Letting j = j&k proves the result. Cl 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose f and g are involutions of an orientable 3-manvold M. Let 
B = (BJ be a g-invariant Jnite collection of disjoint embedded 3-balls contained in the 
interior of M and not meeting fix(g). Suppose f and g agree on B and there exists a 
homeomotphism k such that k”gk =jI men there exists a g-invariant regular neighbor- 
hood Vof fix(g) and there exists a homeomotpliism j, isotopic to k &ative to ( VU a M) 
such that j leaves each (B’, g( BJ) invariant and j-‘gj=$ ff j( BJ = B4 and k is 
orientation preserving, thm j restricted to (B,, g(B,)) is the identity. Furthermore, r 
fix(g) is nonseparating and k is orientation preserving, then j may be chosen so that j
wt&w~ & ME& Bb is ths ide&g 
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Proof. Note that k(B) n fix(g) = 0, and thus there exists a g-invariant regular neigh- 
borhood V of fix(g) SO that k(B) n V = 0. Observe that for each (Bi, g(B,) = &) it 
follows that g( k(B,)) = k( Bi)* if Bi and k(Bi) are separated by fix(g), thert Bi and 
k( B,) are not separated ‘by fix(g), and if Bi and k( Bi) are not separated by fix(g) 
then k( B,) and B, are not separated. Let p : M + M/g be an orbifold covering. 
There exists an isotopy id = 4, rel( p( Vu dM)) such that q(pk( B,)) =p( Bi) if Bi and 
k( Bi) are separated by fix(g), otherwise q(#( Bi)) =p( Bi). Lifting this isotopy and 
composing with k gives the desired homeomorphism j. 0 
Lemma 6.3. Let M be a closed compact 3-manifold and let g be an involution of M. 
Suppose there exists a separating 2-sphere S, left invariant by g, such that fix(g) 
intersects S in two points {x, , x2}. If g does not reverse the sides of S, then (x, , x2) is 
contained in a component of fix(g). 
P-f. Since g does not reverse the sides of S, it follows that the fixed points lie in 
I-dimensional components of the fixed point set. The hypothesis that S separates 
implies each circle of fix(g) must meet S an even number of times, and therefore 
the result follows. Cl 
Lemma 6.4. Suppose M is a connected sum of closed compact orientable irreducible 
suflciently large 30manifolds and let g be an involution of M. Suppose there existpoints 
xl and x2 contained in fix(g) and an arc a! fparn x, to x2 so that cug(cu-‘) is null 
homotopic. Then either {xl ,x2} is contained in a g-invariant noncontractible sphere 
with g reversing the sides of that sphere, or (x, 9 x2} is contained in a component of fix( g ). 
Proof. Suppose {xl, x2) is not contained on a g-invariant 2-sphere with g reversing 
the sides of that sphere. By [8] there exists a g-invariant decomposing set of spheres 
S for M. Deform cw, relative to {x1, x2] so that int( oy ) intersects the spheres in S 
transversely and in a minimum number of points. The proof will be by induction 
on the number of intersections. 
First suppose int(ar ) does not meet any element in S. Let M; be the g-invariant 
punctured irreducible submanifold of M containing cy. Fill in the 2-spheres of M’, 
to obtain a manifold M, and extend g restricted to Mi to obtain an involution g1 
of A#, . Since ~t,( M:) + n,(M) induced by inclusion is injective, it follows that 
argi(tz”) is null homotopic. By Lemma 2.3, (x, x2} is contained in a component F 
of fix(g,). Note that (xl, x2} c F n M[ c fix(g), If dim(F) = 2, then F n M 1 is con- 
nected and consequently {x, , x2) is contained in a component offix( g). If dim( F) = 1, 
then Fn Adi is either a simple closed curve or a collection of arcs having their 
endpoints on g-invariant spheres in aM -1) and each of these spheres has two points 
of F QI A&. By repeated applications of Lemma 6.3, it follows that all these points 
are in the same component of fix(g). Therefore, (x1 ) x2) is contained in a component 
of fix(g). 
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NOW suppose int(a) intersects one or more elements in S. Let K : Q! = g(cy ) be a 
homotopy, relative to {x,, x2), and deform K, relative to a( I x I) so that k is in 
general position with respect o S. By redefining K, we may eliminate all simple 
closed curves of K-‘(S) contained in the interior of I x I. By minimality there are 
no arcs iit1 K”(S) with both endpoints in either Z x (0) or I x { 1). -Write cy as a 
product of paths LY,CY~ such that int( cu,) does not meet any element of S, dcv, = (x, , y,}, 
da2 = (yl , x2), and yl is a point on the sphere S1 in S. Since K-‘(S) consits of arcs 
from I x (0) to I x (11, it follows that the trace of the homotopy K : a! = g(a) at y1 
is a path on the sphere S, . This implies g( S,) = S, . Furthermore, g does not reverse 
the sides of S1. Let M{ be the complementary component of S, contaisning cyl. Fill 
in the sphere boundary of M{ to obtain a manifold Ml and extend g restricted to 
M: to obtain an involution g, of Ml. Extend (Y, , over the 3-ball in Ml bounded 
by SI to obtain yI , so that y1 is a path from xl to q E fix(g). Since the trace of the 
homotopy K : Q[ = g(a) at y, lires in S1, it folllows that y,g( 71’) is null homotopic. 
By the argument above xl and z, are in the same component of fix(g,). This implies, 
by deforming cu, we may assume y, E fix(g). Since the trace of the homotopy at y, 
lies in SI , we may assume K : 11y = g(cu) (rel{x, , yl, x2}). Therefore, aig(of’) is, null 
homotopic, and by induction yI and X~ are in the same component offix( g ). Therefore 
{xl, ~2) is contained in a component of fix(g), proving the result. Cl 
Theorem 6.5. Suppose M is a jlnite connected sum of closed compact orientable 
irreducible suflciently large S-manifolds, and let f and g be involutions of M, both 
jFxing a basepoint x,, . Assumefand g induce the same automorphism on the fundamental 
group and that there exists a slide homeomorphism k, such that k-‘gk =_f: Let 9 denote 
any f-invariant decomposing set of spheres for M and let C be the spheres in 9 which 
are f-invariant. Then there exists a slide homeomorphism j, fixing the basepoint x0, 
such that the following is true: 
(a) rf either, dim( fix( f )) s 1 or if2 is not empty, then j-‘gj =J 
(b) If dim( fix( f )) = 2 and C is empty, then there exists a set U which is either 
empty or a collection of disjoint f-invariant regular neighborhoods of a set of f-invariant 
noncontractable embedded 2-spheres satisfying the following properties: f preserves the 
sides of each of these spheres and no subcollection bounds a punctured ball, U does 
not intersect any element of 9, for each S x I in U there exists spheres Sp, and Yz = f (9,) 
in 9 such that SU 9, v Yz bounds an f-invariant punctured ball, and j-‘gjiM,u = 
fl M\U* 
Proof. Since k”gk = f and g and f both fix x0, it follows that k(x,) is contained 
in fix(g). We may assume k(xO) = y. # x0 and let CT be an embedded arc from x0 to 
yo. Define an isotopy Q : id - 9 such that Q(x~, t) = at, Q(yo, t) = g( a-‘), 9( cu) = 
g(ar”) and qg(cu) = 6’. let G : g = 9g9-’ be an isotopy defined by 
G(x, t) = I QW)? 20, ifOWQ~, qgQ(q-l(x), 2-2t), if IG t e 1. 
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Observe that G&, t) = cy8( a-‘). Replacing  by kfk-’ we obtain g homotopic to 
mfwr’ with trace ag(a-‘) at the basepoint x0. Since f and g induce the same 
automorphism, it follows that Cg, = (q&g&k),’ where C is the inner automorph- 
ism that is conjugation by [ctg(a-*)]. Let k(9) = 9’ and k(C) = 2’. 
Suppose c consist of one sphere and f reverses the sides of this sphere. It follows 
that 2’ consists of one sphere, S, with g reversing the sides of S. Therefore, {x0, yo} 
is contained in S. If dim(fix(g)) 2 1, then it follows that fix(g) is connected and we 
apply Proposition 2.7 to obtain a homeomorphism j, isotopic to the identity such 
that j(yo) = ~0, j-‘gj = g* Then f = k-‘gk = (jk)-‘g(jk), proving the result. If 
dim&c(g)) = 0, then fix(g) consists of {x0, uo). Choose a g-invariant regular neigh- 
borhood U = S X I of S. It follows [ 1 l] that there is only one such involution with 
two isolated fixed points, up to equivalence, namely the one which rotates each 
S* x (t) factor followed by a reflection through the S*X {$} factor. There exists a 
homeomorphism j, commuting with glu, such that j restricts to the identity on au 
and j(yo)= x0. Extending j to all of M by the identity, the result follows as above. 
So wenmy now tisume if C’ # 8, then g does not reverse the sides of any element 
in C’. Furthermore, there exists a decomposition of M = M, # l l l # M,, given by 
9’, into irreducible 3-manifolds. Let M: be the submanifold of M, obtained by 
deleting from Mi the interior of a collection of disjoint 3-cells. We may assume M’, 
is g-invariant and contains the basepoint x0. 
Let h = (qk)? By changing h by an isotopy having the appropriate trace, we 
may assume h# restricted to ~t,( M’, , x0) is the identity. By Corollary 3.3 [ag( cu-‘)] 
is an element in the center (a,( Ml, x0))- If this is trivial, then by Lemma 6.4 x0 and 
y. are contained in the same component of fix(g). Applying Proposition 2.7 we 
complete the proof as above. 
Suppose g,(n,( M[)) = m,( M,)f’ for z in the center ( ?T,( Ml)) and i Z 1. By 
Corollary 3.3 there exists an element [a] in c,( MJ such that [ag( a-‘)] = 
z’*g,[ S]z[ S-*1= gJ &][ S-‘1. This implies (Scu)g( Sa)- ’ is a contraciible loop and 
the proof is completed as above. 
Assume y. is not contained in MI, and therefore by reordering we may assume 
y. is contained in the punctured M2 irreducible submanifold M$ = g(M5). 
Using the path Q! from x0 to y. in the identification of ?r,(M, ~0) with 
T,( M,) * n,(MJ * - l . * nl (M,), it follows that g#( n,( M2)) = mI( M2)z-’ where 
2-l = [ag(a--‘)] is an element of the center (?r,( Ml)). The result follows in this case 
by the above. 
We now suppose 2, and therefore C’ is empty. This implies (x0, yo} is contained 
in M; p Recall that CY was any path from x0 to yo. Since y. is contained in M: % we 
may assume the isotopy Q : id = q is relative to 9’ and therefore cug( a-‘) is con- 
tained in M, . Applying Corollary 3.3, we may assume [cug( (x-l)] is contained in 
center( v,( M,)). Extend g and q, restricted to MI, to Ml and denote this extension 
by g1 and q, respectively, If Ml #S’ x S’ x S’, then by Remark 2.2, there exists a 
homeomorphism j of Ml, isotopic to the identity, and there exists a path 61 from 
~0 to jI(yO) E fix(g) such that &g($;‘) is contrmtible and j&&j, s % - %y Lemma 
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2.3 we may assume 5, is contained in fix(g’). Using Proposition 2.7 we may assume 
j,(~+,) =x0. If M = S’ x S’ x S’ observe that qlglqll is homotopic to g, and 
(q,g,q;‘)(x,) = x0. By Lemma 1.3 there exists a homeomorphism hl of M’ , isotopic 
to the identity relative to x0, such that hl(qlglq,‘)&’ = gl l Letting j, = (h,ql) we 
obtain j,'g, j, = g, and j,(y,) = x0 in the S’ x S’ x S’ case also. NOW applying Lemma 
6.2 we may assume j, leaves each set ($9 g( Si)} invariant for Si c a&f:. If in addition 
dim(fix(g)) < 1, and therefore dim(fix(g,)) s 1, we may assume jllaM, = id. In this 
case we extend j,l M; by the identity to obtain a homeomorphism j of M. Note that 
j-'gj = g and (jk)(x,) = x0. Thereforef = (jk)-‘g( jk), proving the result in this case. 
We now suppose dim(fix( g,)) = 2 and j,& # id. Let S, and S2 be two spheres 
in aM; such that j’(S’) = S2. Choose a g’-invariant sphere S such that S u S, u S, 
bounds a g-invariant punctured ball B and let S x I be a g-invariant neighborhood 
of S such that (S x I) meets B in S = S x (0). We may assume x0 is not contained 
in B u (S x I). Define an orientation preserving homeomorphism- h’ of B such that 
h, commutes with g’l,, h’(S’) = Sz and (h, j,)l, = id. Extend h, over S x I such that 
h’ restricted to S x (1) is the identity. Now extend h, over M’, by the identity and 
let j. = h, j’lM;. Since j,g’j,’ = gl 9 it follows that hs&‘l M;\(s~I) =-gh;\(sx,)- 
Applying this construction for all such pairs of spheres, we obtain a homeomorphism 
j. of M: and a g,-invariant set V of regular neighborhoods of g’-invariant spheres, 
each transverse to fix(g’) with no subcollection bounding a ball, such that 
i0Mhqii = g’lM;\V, joI= = id and jo(yo) = x0. Extend j. to all of M by the 
identity and denote this extension by j. Then jgj-‘Im = glm and j(y,) = x0. Since 
g = kfk-’ we obtain (jk)f( jk)-‘Im = glm. Letting (jk)-‘( V) = U it follows that 
W)%jWl- - M\ u  f 1~. Furthermore, (jk)( x0) = x0, proving the result. 
The remaining case to consider is when y. is contained in M; and 2, and therefore 
X’, is nonempty. We may assume Ml is not the three-torus, ince in this case T,( Ml) 
is abelian and the result would follow by the above. Let C 1, . . . ,ZL denote the 
spheres in C’ which are also contained in the boundary of M’, . For each C: choose 
a basepoint z: contained in 2: and isotope h, relative to (x0, yo}, so that h, restricted 
to T’( M{, zi) is the identity. In addition isotope g to g’, in a small neighborhood 
of each ZI, so that g’( 2;) = 2:. By [ 121 h-‘g’h = g’r where r is a rotation, and let 
vi denote the trace at Zi. Furthermore the trace at x0 is homotopic to cug(a-‘). By 
Corollary 3.3 there exists a loop Sip based at z:, so that aig’(Si’) is homotopic to 
vi* This implies by further changing h, relative to (x0, yo), we may assume K’g’h = 
g’r, relative to (z:}. This enables us to construct a homeomorphism h, for tl’e 
manifold Ml SO that &‘g,h’ = gl , relative to (z!}, where g, is the involution g 
restricted to M’, extended to Ml, and z: is a fixed point of both g1 and h, in 2:. 
Furthermore the trace of this homotopy at x0 is homotopic to cu,g(cu;‘) where (Y, 
is a path from ~0 to y. and ar’g,( al’) represents an element in the center (a,( Ml, x0)). 
In addition since h, restricted to v,( Ml) was the identity, h, is homotopic to the 
identity, relative to {x0}. If yi denotes the trace of the homotopy id = h, at z:, then 
by considering the sequence of homotopies as in Theorem 2.8, it follows that 
g’(yi)K’ is freely homotopic to culgl(cx~‘). By the proof of Lemma 2.1 and by 
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Lemma 2.3, it follows that there exists a homeomorphism j, of M, , isotopic to the 
identity, so that j,(y,) and x0 are in the same component of fix(g,), and j, and g, 
commute. Furthermore, since g( n) 7;’ is freely homotopic to cu,g,( at ;I), it follows 
that j,( zi) and z: are in the same component of fix(g,). By g, -equivariantly moving 
j,(Z :) back to C: , we may assume j, restricted to each C f is the identity. If fix(g,) 
does not separate then the proof is completed as above. Suppose fix(g,) separates. 
By [7] each two-dimensional component of fix(g,) is ?r,-injective. Ifj, leaves each 
two-dimensional component invariant, then since j, is homotopic to the identity, it 
follows by [ 181 that j, does not reverse the sides of fix(g,). Using Lemma 6.2 we 
may assume j, restricted to eMl is the identity and the proof is completed as above. 
Now suppose there exists a two-dimensional component F of fix(g,) such that 
j,(F) n F = 0. By 1181 j,(F) u F bounds a product F x I, and since g,(F x I) n 
(F x I) = a( F x I), it follows that Ml fibers over S’ with fiber E Since we may 
assume by [16] that g, is fiber preserving, we may choose a path 6 from x0 to a 
sphere in C’ so that [tg([-‘)I represents an element in the center (?r,( Ml)). This 
case has already been handled by the above. This completes the proof. Cl 
7. Main results 
Lemma 7.1. Suppose M is a connected sum oftwo closed compact orientable irreducible 
3-manifolds, each with infinite Jrst homology. Let f and g be involutions of M which 
induce the same outer automorphism. Then the following is true: 
(a) There exists a rotation k, and there exists a set U, which is either empty or the 
f-invariant regular neighborhood of a noncorttractible f-invariant 2-sphere S with f 
preserving the sides of S, such that k-‘gklm = f Im. 
(b) If either, dim( fix( f )) < 1 and f preserves the sides of some f-invariant noncon- 
tractible &sphere, orf is homotopic tog, then there exists a rotation ksuch that k-‘gk = f: 
Proof. By [8] and the fact that M is a connected sum of two irreducible 3-manifolds, 
it follows that each involution fixes a noncontractible sphere. Furthermore, these 
spheres are isotopic, and hence we may assume both f and g fix a noncontractible 
sphere S. Since f and g induce the same outer automorphism on the fundamental 
group, by [ 121 they differ up to homotopy by a rotation. If f reverses the sides of 
S and f is homotopic to g, then an analysis imilar to that used in Section 5 shows 
that we may assume f and g agree on S. Qbserue that f reverses the sides of some 
f-invariant sphere if and only if f reverses the sides of S. Furthermore, f reverses 
the sides of S if and only if g reverses the sides of S. As in the proof of the Splitting 
Theorem, we may assume f and g agree on S if f does not reverse the sides of S. 
Choose an f-invariant regular neighborhood U = S x [0, l] of S = S X (4,. Let Si = 
S x {i} for i = 0,l and denote by MI the once punctured irreducible submanifold 
of M having the sphere boundary Si. We may assume f and g agree on U if f and 
g agree on S View M as Mhu LJuMi. 
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Suppose f does not reverse the sides of S. Extend $ and g restricted to MI to 
obtain involutions A and gi of Mi respectively, where Mi is obtained from M: by 
filling in the sphere boundary. Let Xi be a fixed point of both A and gi contained 
in the 3.ball Bi bounded by Si in Mi* Since f and g induce the same outer 
automorphism and f and g agree on S, it follows that J and gi induce the same 
automorphism on the fundamental group of Mia This implies J is homotopic to gi, 
relative to {Xi}. By Theorem 2.8 there exists a homeomorphism ki of Mi, isotopic 
to the identity, relative to {Xi}, such that kf’gik, =_&. By Lemma 6.1 we may assume 
ki( 13i) = Bi. NOW define a homeomorphism k of M as follows: k restricted to Mi is 
ki, since ki restricted to Si is homotopic to the identity, we may extend k over U. 
Note that k-‘gklm =flm, and k induces the identity automorphism on the 
fundamental group, and hence by [ 121, k is a rotation. If $ is homotopic to g, it 
follows since k is a rotation, that k-‘gk is homotopic to J This implies k-‘gkl” is 
homotopic to flu. Therefore, if either f is homotopic to g, or dim(fix(f)) < 1, we 
apply Lemma 5.4 to obtain a homeomorphism h of U, which restricts to the identity 
on the boundary of W, such that h-‘(k-‘gk)h(u =flU. Extending h to all of M by 
the identity proves the result in this case. 
We now assume g reverses the sides of S. We may assume f and g agree 
on Sr for i =O, 1. Let fo=flM,,: MO+ M, and go= gl,,,,,: MO+ M,. Observe that 
k?mls, = id and (gi’&) induces the identity automorphism on the fundamental 
group of MO- Extend (gO’fO) to all of M by the identity and denote this homeo- 
IT, Drphism by k. It follows that k-‘gk(m =flm and since k induces the identity 
automorphism, by [12] k is a rotation. Cl 
Lemma 7.2. Suppose M is a connected sum ofthree closed compact orientable irreducible 
3.manifolds, each with infinite jirst homology. Let f and g be involutions which induce 
the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group, and let -9 be an finvariant 
decomposing set of spheres for M. Suppose no sphere in 9 is f-invariatit. Then the 
following is true: 
(a) If dim( fix( f )) 6 1, then there exists a slide homeomorphism k such that 
k-‘gk =J: 
(b) I$ dim( fix( f )) = 2, then there exists a slide homeomorphism k, and there 
exists a set U, which is either empty or an f-invariant regular neighborhood of a non- 
contractible f-invariant 2-sphere with f preserving the sides of that sphere, such that 
k-‘&l,\, =f lziQ7* 
(c) If dim( fix( g)) = 2 and if everynoninvariant punctured irreducible submanifold 
in the prime decomposition of M admits an orientation reversing homeomorphism, then 
there exists a homeomorphism k, such that k-‘gk = f 
Proof, By the Splitting Theorem 4.11 we may assume f (S) = g(S) fit a noncontract- 
ible 2-sphere S, satisfying properties ( l)-(3) of that theorem. Since M is a connected 
sum of three irreducible 3-manifolds, and f leaves no element in 9’ invariant, it 
follows that f(S) PC 5 ~$9 Bud hinge f’ and g agree on S. 
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Write M as MO #So Mz #s, M, where So = S and f&) = S1, and denote the 
punctured Mi submanifold of M by M:. Define a homeomorphism j by jlm = id 
and j!~; = (glM;)(.&;). It follows that j induces the identity on the fundamental 
group and j-‘gjlMhUM; =flMhuM;. Denote the improved involution j-‘gj by g. 
Extend gl,; and flM; to obtain involutions g2 and fi of M2 respectively. Let xi be 
a point in the 3-ball Bi bounded by Si in M2. As in the proof of Lemma 7.1 we obtain 
ff homotopic to g2, relative to {xo9 x,}. By Proposition 2.6, there exists a homeo- 
morphism k2 of M2 such that k;‘g2k2 =f2. 
Suppose dim(fix(f)) b 1. This implies dim(fix(f,)) < 1 and therefore 
dim(fix(g2)) s 1. By Lemma 6.2 we may assume k2 restricts to the identity on Bin 
Extend k2 restricted to MS by the identity to all of M and denote this homeomorphism 
by k Observe that k is a slide homeomorphism and k-‘gk =f, completing the proof 
in this case. 
We now assume dim(fix(f)) = 2, and therefore dim(fix(g,)) = 2. By Lemma 6.2, 
we may assume k2 leaves the set { &, B,} invariant and k2 restricted to {B,,, B,} is 
an involution. If k21Bi = 3, the proof follows as above, so we assume k2( &) = B, . 
Choose a g-invariant sphere C, meeting fix(g2) transversely in a simple closed curve, 
such that C u S0 u S, bounds a g-invariant punctured ball V. Let W = C x Z be a 
g-invariant regular neighborhood of C meeting V at C, and identify C with C x (0). 
There exists an orientation preserving homeomorphism j of V such that j(Z) = C, 
( jk2)lsi = id, and j commutes with g21 “. Extend j over W such that j restricted to 
C x {I} is the identity. Now extend j over M2 by the identity, and observe that 
f’g2jl Mi\ = g21 M;\ w. Since g2 = kf,k,’ we obtain j-‘kiftk;‘;‘lw = g21m. Let 
(k,‘j)( W) = U. It follows, since j(M,\) =M,\ and &k;‘jlm= k2jg21Mi\w, 
that Wd%(jk2)1~ =A MS\U l Extend (jk2) restricted to M2 to all of M by the 
identity and denote this homeomorphism by k. It follows that k is a slide homeo- 
morphism and k-‘gklm =flm. 
Now assume dim(fix(f)) = 2 and every f-noninvariant punctured irreducible 
summand admits an orientation reversing homeomorphism. By the above there 
exists an f-invariant neighborhood U = Co x I of an f-invariant noncontractible 
sphere, transverse to fix(f), such that k-‘gklm =fJm, where k is a slide 
homeomorphism. Since f does not leave any element in 9’ = {YO, 9,) invariant, we 
may assume U does not intersect any element of S. It follows that one of the 
boundary components of U, &x (01, together with 9, u &, bounds a punctured 
ball Vo. We may assume k-‘gklu is not horotopic to,&, relative to XI. Otherwise 
we could apply Lemma 5.4 to k- ‘gkl u and flu, extend the conjugating homeomorph- 
ism by the identity and complete the proof. Therefore, there exists a nontrivial 
rotation r, with support in U, such that k-‘gkJ u ==fil u (rel a U). Write M as 
IV,, #yQ IV2 #Tf, IV1 and denote the punctured Ni submanifold by N:. Define a 
homeomorphism h of N; having the following properties: hlsx(OlnGxl.f) is not 
homotopic to the identity, K’jI&, ==&, h(%J = %, MYI) = %I, and 4 N;\w~v~) = 
id. It follows by Remark 5.3(b) that It -‘./III o ==frl u (rel d U). By assumption there 
exists an orientation reversin ho,mcom~~hism 9 of Mr,, Wo afiay z=:-lrne 
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(fq)lyb = hlyO and (qf )ly, = hl~,. Now extend h to all of M by h( ,,,; = (fq)l N; and 
hlN; = (qf)lN;. Note that h-‘jhl~=fl~ and h-‘j&=(fr)J, (relXJ). There- 
fore k-‘gk]m = h-‘fhlm and k-‘gkl U = h -‘fh I u (rel d U). Applying Lemma 5.4 
to k”gkl u, h-ljhl,, U, and extending to all of M by the identity, we obtain a 
homeomorphism w of M, which differs from h in U, such that k-‘gk = w-‘fw. 
Therefore (kw-*)-‘g( kw-‘) =f, and the result follows. Cl 
Main Theorem 7.3. Suppose M is a finite connected sum of closed compact orientable 
3.manifolds, each with infiniteJirst homology, and let f and g be involutions of M which 
induce the same outer automorphism on the fundamental group. Denote by 9 an 
+fGnvariant set of decomposing spheres for M and let 2 be the spheres in 9 which are 
f-invariant. The following is true: 
(a) There exists a slide homeomorphism k, a$nd there exists a set U, which is either 
empty or the collection of disjoint f-invariant regular neighborhoods of a set of disjoint 
f-invariant noncontractable embedded spheres, with no subcollection bounding a punc- 
tured ball and f preserving the sides of these spheres, such that k-‘gklm = f lm. 
(b) If dim( fix( f )) s 1, then k-‘gk = f provided that one of the following hold: 
C = 0, f is homotopic to g and C consists of one sphere with f reversing the sides of 
that sphere, dim( fix( f )) c 1 and C does not consist of one sphere with f reversing the 
sides of that sphere. 
Proof. The proof will be by induction on the number of summands in the prime 
decomposition ofM. If M is a connected sum of two or three irreducible summands, 
the result follows by Lemma 7.1 or Lemma 7.2. Therefore, suppose M is a connected 
sum of t > 3 irreducible 3-manifolds atisfying the conditions of the theorem, let S, 
g, 9, and C be defined as in the statement of the theorem, and suppose the result 
holds for any manifold with less than t prime summands. By the Splitting Theorem 
4.11 we may assume f and g agree on a noncontractible a-sphere S, satisfying 
properties (l)-(3) of that theorem. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. f(S) = S. By property (3) of the Splitting Theorem 4.11 it follows that 
9 = 2, and therefore since t > 3, 2 does not satisfy the first two conditions in (b). 
Choose an f-invariant regular neighborhood U = S x [0, l] of S = S x {i}. Let 
Si = S x {i) for i = 0,l and denote by MI the once punctured summand of M having 
the sphere boundary Si. We may assumef and g agree on 0, andfls,Xj = (fly) x id. 
View M as Mh u U u M ‘I. Extend f and g restricted to M: to obtain involutions J 
and g1 of Mi respectively, where Mi is obtained from M: by filling in the sphere 
boundary. We may assume MO is irreducible. Let xi be a fixed point of both A and 
gi contained in the 3-ball S, bounded by S, in Mi. Observe that J; and gf induce 
the same automorphism onthe fundamental group, Since MO is aspherical, itfollows 
that ji is homotopic to go, relative to (q). By Theorem 2.8, there exists a homeo- 
morphn k. of MO, isotopic to the identity relative to {x0), such that k;‘g&=f,. 
We may assume, by Lemma 6.1, that kQ( Bo) = B,. 
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We will now consider the involutions g, and f, of M1, and apply induction. By 
[8] there exists an f, -in’/ariant collection of decomposing spheres Y1, for &, and 
denote by & the spheres in 9, which are $,-invariant. It follows, since 9 = 2, that 
Y1 = & . By induction there exists a slide homeomorphism kl of M, and there exists 
a set U,, satisfying the conditions in (a), such that k;‘g,kl]~=fil~. By 
choosing an isotopic collection of regular neighborhoods and conjugating k;*g& 
by a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity, we may assume B1 does not intersect 
any element of U, . Let kr’g,kl = hl and apply Theorem 6.3(a) and then Lemma 
6.1. Therefore, we may assume k,(B,) = B, and k,‘glkl~~=f,l~. As in Lemma 
7.1 we construct a slide homeomorphism k of M, such that k-‘gklm= 
fl M\UuU,- If either, ki restricted to aBi n fiX(gi) is not homotopic to the identity, 
for i = 0, 1, or if ki restricted to aBi n fiX( gi) is homotopic to the identity for i = 0, 1, 
then using the parameterization f U = &X I, (fls) x id =flU and Lemma 5.1 we 
may construct k so that k-‘gk(m=fIm. If dim(fix(f )) c 1, and therefore 
dim(fix(f,)) < 1, U, is empty. Furthermore, fix(gi) n aBi = 8, proving the result in 
this case. 
Case 2. f(S) n S = 0. Let So = S and S1 =f(S), and write M as MO #So Mz #s, M, . 
Let M: be the submanifold of M, obtained by deleting from Mi the&interior f a 
collection of disjoint 3-cells. As in the proof of Lemma 7.2 we may assume&&M, = 
g(M&M, . Let Bi be the ball in M2 bounded by Si. Extend glM; and flM$, to obtain 
involutions g2 and A respectively of M2. By [ 81 there exists an fi-invariant set, S2, 
of decomposing spheres for M2. Let X2 be the spheres in S2 which are f,-invariant. 
It follows that C satisfies the properties in (b) if and only if X2 satisfies the properties 
in (b). By induction there exists a set U2 and a slide iomeomorphism k2 such that 
k;‘g2k21~=f2(~, where U2 satisfies the conditions in (a). As in Case 1 we 
may assume Bi does not meet any element of U2. Applying Theorem 6.2 to 
ki1g2k2 = h2, we may assume k2 leaves the set ( Bo, B,} invariant. Furthermore, if 
dim(fix(f )) G 1, and hence dim(fix(fi )) < 1, we may assume k2 restricts to the identity 
on { Bo, B,}. In this case, by extending k2 restricted to M: to all of M by the identity, 
we obtain a slide homeomorphism k of M such that k-‘gklm =flx,qq. The set 
U2 is empty under the appropriate assumptions in part (b). 
The remaining case to consider is dim(fix(f2)) = 2 and kl’g&I~ =film- 
An argument similar to the one in Lemma 7.2 can be used to construct a homeo- 
morphism j2 with support in a punctured ball and an f-invariant regular neighbor- 
hood V2 of an f-invariant sphere, satisfying the following properties: V2 does not 
intersect any element of U2, one of the boundary components of V2 together with 
So u S, bounds a punctured ball containing V2 andk has its support in this punctured 
bRl1, kZ’jh2j2k21M2\( Up vr, =h1 Mz\f U,u Vd 9 and (j,k,) restricts to the identity on 
{ Bo, B,}. Extending (j,k,) to all of M completes the proof. 0 
Tk~rem 7.4 Suppose M Is a finite connected sum of closed compact orientable 
irreducible 3-manifs& each with infinitejbst homology and letjknd g be involutions 
of M, inducing the same outer automorphism QR the fundamental group+ Lest $P be an 
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f-invariant set of decomposing spheres for M and let C denote the spheres in 9’ which 
are f-invariant. Suppose dim( fix( f )) = 2 and every f-noninvariant punctured irreducible 
summand in the prime decomposition of M given by 9, admits an orientation reversing 
homeomorphism. I$2 = 8, or C consists of one sphere with f reversing the sides of that 
sphere, andf is homotopic to g, then there exiits a homeomorphism k su&thatgk-‘gk =$ 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the Main Theorem 7.3, and uses the techniques 
in the proof of Lemma 7.2(c). Cl 
8. Examples 
Example 8.1, Two involutions having one-dimensional fixed point set inducing the 
same outer automorphism which are not conjiugate by a slide homeotnorphism. 
Let T be a torus and h an involution of MI = T x S’, whose fixed point set consists 
of four simple closed curves. Choose an h-invariant 3-ball B with aB = S and let 
M’, = M,\int(B). Let Mz be a copy of M, and form the connected sum M= 
M, #s M2. Define an involution g of M by letting g restricted to M: be h. Let 
U = SX [0, 11 be a g-invariant neighborhood of S = SX (0) on M{. DeRnc an 
involution f of M by letting f restricted to M\ U be g and f restricted to U ‘be an 
involution such that f 1 u * gr) u (rel a U) where r is a nontrivial rotation. (See Remark 
5.2.) Since f and g differ only in U, it follows that f and g induce the same 
automorphism on the fundamental group. However f is not conjwate to g by a 
slide homeomorphism. To see this consider the fixed point sets of g and f respectively 
meeting S in Fig. 1. Denote these components by G and E 
Fig. 1. 
A slide homeomorphism induces the identity on the first homology. However, G 
and F are not homologous. This shows that g and f cannot be slide equivalent. It
should be noted, however, that g and f are equivalent by a homeomorphism which 
reverses the orientation in the S’ factor. 
Example 8.2. Two homotopic involutions with one-dimensional fixed point set 
which are not conjugate by a homeomorphism that induces the identity outer 
automorphism. 
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Consider the manifold M in Example 8.1 and the involution g. Let D be a 
g-invariant 3-ball in int( M,) meeting G and let $D = 2. Let MS be a copy of M, 
and form the connected sum M #r A& = N. Extend the involution g restricted to 
M\int(D) to IV and denote this involution by g again. Furthermore, denote the 
component of fix(g) meeting C also by G. Let V be a twice punctured g-invariant 
solid torus in A#‘, with sphere boundaries S and C. Define a slide homeomorphism 
k of IV, having support in V, obtained by deleting A&, filling in C, and sliding D 
once around the S’-factor in MI. Let f = K’gk and denote the component of fix(f) 
meeting C by E (See Fig. 2.) Observe that there exists an isotopy K : gl v - idi v. 
Using this isotopy we construct an isotopy J : k-‘gkl v = idI v such that J restricted 
to d V x I equals K restricted to d V x I. This implies f = k-‘gkl v = g( v (rel a V) and 
therefore f is isotopic to g. Now f and g are not conjugate by a homeomorphism 
which induces the identity outer automorphism, for otherwise F would be freely 
homotopic to G which is impossible. 
Example4i3. Two involutions on a twice punctured 3-ball which are homotopic 
relativetothe boundary, but are not conjugate by a homeomorphism which restricts 
to the identity on the boundary. 
Let V be a twice punctured ball having boundary C u S, u S2 .and let g #Ibe an 
involution of V with fix(g) consisting of a disk and g(S,) =-S2. Define a homeo- 
morphism j of V having the following properties: j restrictedpto ,C- is the identity, 
j( S,) = S,, j restrictedto d V commutes with g, and j(fix(g)) is not isotopic to fix(g) 
relative to a K (See Fig. 3.) Let f = j-‘gj. We may assume j is chosen such that $ is 
homotopic to g, relative to aK Now f is not conjugate to g by a homeomorphism 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
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which restricts to the identity on the boundary, since fix(f) and fix(g) are not 
homotopic relative the boundary. 
Example&4 Two homotopic involutions with two-dimensional fixed point set which 
are not conjugate. 
Let N be a compact orientable irreducible sufficiently large 3-manifol<d with one 
boundary component G, such that N does not admit orientation reversing homeo- 
morphisms. Examples of such manifolds may be found in [ 151. Let MO be the double 
of N and let go be an involution such that fix(go) = G. Let 1M, be a closed irreducible 
sufficiently large 3-manifold which admits no orientation reversing homeomorphism, 
and let Mz be a copy of A#, . Using go we define an involution g of the manifold 
M = M, #s, MO #a (-&) where g(S,) = S,. Denote by Mi the punctured Mj sub- 
manifold and let V be a g-invariant twice punctured ball having boundary S, u S2 u 
2. Now define an involution f of M by letting f restricted to 1M\ V be g and f 
restricted to V to be the involution f in Example 8.3. It follows that f is homotopic 
to g. However, f is not conjugateto g. To see this, suppose there exists a homeomorph- 
ism k such that k-‘gk =J Then k(fix( f )) = fix(g) = F. Since F separates M into 
two manifolds, each a connected sum of two irreducible manifolds, it follows that 
we may isotope k to a homeomorphismj such thatj((S, , SJ) = (S, , S,). Ifj(S,):=S, , 
then j(M’,) = M’, and therefore j is orientation preserving. Let j restricted to M& 
be j. and extend j. to MO. Now j. is isotopic to a homeomorphism h of MO such 
that h(F) = E Furthermore, h reverses the sides of R This implies (gh)( N)= N 
and since h is orientation preserving, (gh) is orientation reversing. However, N 
does not admit orientation reversing homeomorphisms, giving a contradiction. A 
similar analysis can be used to give a contradiction if j(S,) = S2. 
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